CLOUD SERVICES AND TOOLS FOR MOBILE TESTING

Mobile application testing and testing over a cloud are two highly topical fields. This paper provides a state-of-the-art review of cloud-based mobile testing. Mobile testing presents specific test activities, including verification of an application against a variety of heterogeneous smartphone models and versions of operating system, build distribution and test team management, monitoring and user experience analytics of an application in production, etc. Cloud benefits are used to support mobile testing and different cloud services exist to provide remote mobile device hosting, automate tests, deliver builds to testers, and gather statistics of an app’s usage. Such cloud services and tools are reviewed in this paper. The analysis of how existing functionalities cover all mobile testing needs is provided, and the lack of integrated testing techniques like combinatorial coverage strategies, test generation services, and services for automated dynamic security testing is observed.
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Introduction

Mobile development is characterized by a variety of applications with different quality requirements. Online application stores, like the Apple App Store [1] or Google Play [2], offer thousands of market-oriented apps—mobile games, utilities, navigators, social networks, and clients for web resources. At the same time, the interest in critical mobile applications is growing. For instance, online banking has evolved into mobile banking [3], mobile social alerts are widely used to report accidents [4] or warn about hurricanes [5], special apps exist to monitor traffic [6], and help cardiac patients [7]. Augmented reality apps are used for complex navigation and involve a variety of sensors. Mobile applications even support processes at such critical facilities as nuclear power plants [8].

These trends require high levels of reliability and quality for mobile software systems. It affects testing, in particular, and the whole mobile development process in general. Too often, the mobile development process ends with the submission of a social application to an online store. The aim is to gain a wider audience of users in a shorter time, but this does not guarantee the quality of the product and non-critical bugs are usually accepted. Some surveys have confirmed that mobile developers usually deal with small apps and do not adhere to a formal development process [9]. In contrast, a totally different approach is required for critical or business-critical mobile applications, including mobile clients for trustworthy enterprise systems and solutions; for example, Facebook’s iOS app is crucial for maintaining the company’s profile and reputation and thus was rebuilt to overcome the poor quality of the first version [10].

Advanced mobile software processes typically work according to the Agile-based methodology [11, 12] and include usage of build distribution services to assist in testing, analytical services for maintenance during production, and services to obtain a wider range of mobile devices for testing. These services create a large set of testing-as-a-service (TaaS) resources, or supporting web-applications, that use cloud benefits to facilitate the testing of mobile applications and cover all of the specific mobile testing needs. These cloud solutions make mobile testers more effective because they provide complex infrastructure and/or services that are not feasible within small developer companies.

The goal of this paper is to provide a review of existing cloud services and the tools that support mobile testing and evaluate the coverage of the in-demand functionalities.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 1 provides a brief introduction to cloud testing. Section 2 describes the state-of-the-art mobile testing and different supporting cloud services used during mobile development process. An analysis of the present testing techniques is also provided. Finally, topical research directions in cloud facilities for mobile testing are summarized in the conclusion.

1. Cloud Testing

Many research papers have stated that testing extensively migrates to the cloud nowadays [13–17]. Reviews and classifications of testing cloud services include solutions for web systems and mobile development [18, 19]. Cloud benefits are used not only to support performance, load, or reliability testing of
websites, but also to assist with providing required hardware resources (i.e., remote smartphones) for different needs for mobile testing. Cloud-based mobile testing is a young but very topical issue [20].

The database at the Cyber Security and Information Systems Information Analysis Center provides a large list of cloud testing references [21]. Technical and research issues about testing over the cloud are analyzed in [22] and [23] respectively.

This paper uses the term “cloud service” as the most general understanding of cloud computing [24], i.e., cloud service is a software tool or hardware resource that is delivered over the Internet. The definition means that we also take into account such web resources as build distribution solutions and online issue tracking systems. The term “device cloud” (i.e., mobile device cloud or cloud of devices) will also be used, pointing to both the cloud service’s nature and the many geographically dispersed devices.

Many specialized studies exist regarding the general architecture and construction of cloud and distributed systems [24, 25], including providing service through application programming interfaces (APIs) [26]. Technical issues for the tests on the cloud are discussed in [23], including Hadoop usage for test distribution. Device clouds require special algorithms for effective test distribution to make overall test execution time as minimal as possible. A comparison of general load balancing algorithms can be found at [27].

2. Mobile Testing

Mobile development has a set of distinctive features and the following specific challenges can be mentioned [9]: support of many hardware and software platforms, correct work with a variety of sensors, interconnections with other applications, high requirements for users’ experiences and the quality of the user interface [28, 29], and the existence of web mobile and hybrid applications that incorporate all of these challenges to web development.

Mobile applications are popular among startups and approaches for quick prototyping to evaluate the concept of an app [30] are now in high demand. All of these features contribute to the complexity and specifics of mobile testing [31, 32]. As for mobile testing in this paper, we mean comprehensive testing of a mobile system that includes the testing of mobile apps as well as mobile operation systems (OS) and the related hardware. Different investigations have pointed to the required mobility of the apps in terms of their ability to function in different environments and configurations as the root challenge of testing [31].

uTest published The Essential Guide to Mobile App Testing [32], a book that comprehensively and coherently describes challenges and techniques in mobile application testing. A lot of research exists about automation and facilitation of the testing process, including leveraging of cloud abilities [15, 33–38]. Companies that provide cloud services for mobile testing (cloud of devices) usually assist their customers with a set of guides [39, 40].

Examples of testing matrixes to cover all smartphone models or OS versions generate an enormous number of combinations [32]. The issue is significant for the Android platform because of its representatively large number of supported devices with different characteristics (e.g., screen resolution, size of memory, and set of sensors). The problem is compounded by the fact that a smartphone simulator or an emulator cannot fully substitute for the hardware [32]. At the same time, the development for different mobile platforms looks similar. Platforms have similar developer websites with necessary documentation, examples, and suggested patterns [41]. The principles of the application life cycle are similar, for instance, comparing Android to the Windows Phone 7 [42].

Many software development companies are interested in the mobile market and many mobile platforms now exist: Android, iOS, Windows Phone, Symbian, etc. New ones appear regularly like the recent Ubuntu Mobile OS [43]. According to Gartner, Android devices have most of the market [44] and Forbes says that the Android platform aims to meet enterprise requirements in the near future [45]. Previous research on the bug statistics for the Android OS [46] proved that the Android (with Symbian) has effectively organized an open-sourced bug-tracking system that deals with bugs and makes the platform better. The number of applications in Google Play is now more than 600,000 and is increasing steadily [47]. The open source nature of Android makes it popular among the scientific community, and many examples of research studies targeted at the Android system can be found.

To facilitate mobile testing, various cloud benefits are used and different TaaS, or supporting services, exist. Figure 1 provides references to them, along with mapping to correspondent testing stages. The presented types of testing were partially taken from a diagram on Perfecto Mobile’s guide that shows the demanded device allocation during different application lifecycle management (ALM) stages [39]. The diagram was extended by adding conceptualizations as a separate ALM activity, plus concept, security, and user experience (UX) testing, as well as highlighting test activities such as test planning, management, and issue tracking that are all specific to real-life mobile development.
The set of cloud services for mobile testing can be divided into three types: device clouds (mobile cloud platforms), services to support ALM, and tools to provide processing according to some testing techniques. The following sub-sections describe each type separately.

### 2.1. Device Clouds

The majority of cloud services for mobile testing serves as a “cloud of devices” and provides remote access to smartphones in the cloud in order to accomplish testing, in other words, provides device hosting. Such services usually aid mobile developers in using remote smartphones as real devices for manual testing (interactive testing through a web interface), recording of scripts, and automatic running of tests on a range of models. For instance, Perfecto Mobile service [48] provides all of this functionality representing different modern hardware and software mobile platforms (Android, iOS, Windows Phone, and Symbian) and can be integrated with HP UFT (QTP) [49] or MS Team Foundation Server [50]. Devices available in the system have different parameters, for example, testing different types of Internet connections is possible. The service works with two kinds of test scripts: QTP and the Perfecto Mobile Application. Perfecto Mobile is only a public service, but UFT Mobile [51] can also be deployed as a private cloud. UFT Mobile provides automated functional testing and special solutions for realistic mobile performance testing (e.g., LoadRunner and Performance Center).

Keynote DeviceAnywhere [52] is a similar service that provides online manual and automated testing of a mobile app on a variety of devices. It can be integrated with existing ALM through HP QTP, IBM RQM [53] or special Java APIs.

The SOASTA service [54] provides two advanced solutions: TouchTest test automation for multi-touch, gesture-based applications and CloudTest for scalable mobile application testing (performance or load-testing with millions of geographically distributed emulated users). TouchTest scripts can be recorded and performed against user’s own device. Users can control test devices via IP addresses.

The Cigniti device cloud [55] provides remote access to a variety of mobile devices via own proprietary mobile test automation framework, with test accelerators for test automation and performance testing. Cigniti is suitable for network carrier testing.

SeeTest by Expertest [56] provides device cloud that can be deployed as a private platform within an organization. Test automation facilities include test script recording/performing on real devices or emulators and integration with HP UFT (QTP), TestComplete, C#, RFT, Java, Perl, Python. SeeTest also provides manual testing tools.

The CloudMonkey service [57] runs MonkeyTalk scripts across many Android emulators and iOS simulators. Screenshot reports are positioned as the base testing results. CloudMonkey test jobs can be integrated with continuous integration (CI) servers like Jenkins [58].

The Appium on Sauce service [59] covers two functionalities: iOS device hosting and easy CI. The latter means that it can be used as a build server and testers do not need to set up developer environment on local machines. Test automation is implemented with
Selenium [60], and interactive testing is only possible for web mobile applications. Appium can be deployed privately.

The TestDroid Cloud [61] is a device cloud service oriented towards Android apps testing that uses the TestDroid AppCrawler engine to verify application devices’ compatibility. TestDroid Recorder can be used to generate reusable Android JUnit test cases. Test results consist of screenshots and device logs. A tester can compare screenshots to check for GUI bugs. TestDroid can also be integrated with Jenkins or leveraged through REST APIs.

The Scirocco Cloud [62] has all of the functionality of a device cloud, except of script recording. It supports only the Android platform and provides manual access to remote devices through its HTML5 web interface. Test automation is done by using one of three drivers: AndroidDriver, MonkeyRunner, or NativeDriver. Results are provided as a set of screenshots to compare.

The LessPainfull device cloud [63] is oriented for Android and iOS apps testing. As a test automation engine, it uses Calabash for Cucumber [64] and accepts Cucumber-based test scripts. LessPainfull provides two options: private cloud tailored for single customer and shared cloud with devices common for several customers.

TestQuest [65] is a distributed framework for deployment within an organization. It is oriented towards Android application testing and can be integrated with MS Visual Studio.

The ZPX service provides device hosting and mobile test automation in the cloud [66] and is compatible with HP ALM products.

Jamo [67] provides a set of tools to perform remote and scheduled testing on a device. For instance, Wanconnector in combination with Remote Device Screen provides access to a device within different geographical locations. The Metaux Test tool supports web application testing.

Apkudo’s device analytics [68] provide some elements of multidirectional testing by testing devices (e.g., new smartphone models) against the top 200 apps from the market [69]. Similar services are available for smartphone hardware testing, but these have no relation to mobile apps like Datum [70] that provides verification of calls, data quality, and video quality. Apkudo also offers free public and fully automated stress testing of the Android applications on the big range of models using the Monkey tool [71].

Table 1 summarizes the device clouds mentioned above and a comparison based on supported mobile platforms, types of testing, and delivery type of cloud solution. Manual testing means the remote operation of a device via a web interface, and automated testing incorporates functional and regression testing and different kinds of automation. All device clouds provide compatibility testing as intended. Public cloud means service with shared devices, while a private cloud means an infrastructure allocated to a single user or a system to be deployed on a user-developer’s site.

Two known research attempts within universities to create and investigate test-bed cloud solutions for mobile development are SmartLab [72] and the Android Tactical Application Assessment and Knowledge (ATAACK) Cloud [73]. Both are distributed systems that connect a set of mobile devices under the Android OS for application investigation, development, and testing.

The SmartLab is an experimental test-bed being developed at the University of Cyprus.

It provides more than 40 connected Android smartphones plus emulated devices, but not many details are described or known.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cloud Service</th>
<th>Supported Platforms</th>
<th>Types of Testing</th>
<th>Delivery Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Android</td>
<td>iOS</td>
<td>Other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apkudo</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appium on Sauce</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cigniti</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CloudMonkey</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeviceAnywhere</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jamo</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfecto Mobile</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scirocco Cloud</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SeeTest</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOASTA</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TestDroid Cloud</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UFT Mobile</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zap-Fix</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The ATAACK Cloud is new joint project for Virginia Tech, the University of Maryland, and Vanderbilt University, with the support and funding by Air Force Research Laboratories. Its goal is large-scale mobile application testing and investigations.

These research studies consider device clouds with several smartphones connected to one computer (vertical) and several computers with connected smartphones (horizontal) scaling of devices, i.e., fully distributed systems, and how to provide access and testing.

Many studies regarding less-scaled test frameworks for distributed mobile testing [74] that are not cloud services and many tools for vertical-scaled test automation only [75] exist, but their reviews are beyond the scope of this paper.

All services mentioned in this section appear in Figure 1 with the following logistics: services that support the running of unit tests listed under “unit testing,” services that support online manual testing listed under “sanity testing,” references to script automation techniques of these services listed under “regression testing,” all cloud devices listed under “interoperability/compatibility testing,” and references to special integrated non-functional test approaches of these services as listed under correspondent types of testing (see section 2.3 for examples).

2.2. Services to Support ALM

The application lifecycle management of mobile applications has own specifications and many cloud services exist that support test-related activities within ALM. Several examples of these cloud services are listed below.

1. Mobile developers, like all software developers, use issue tracking systems, e.g., with Agile-oriented plugins [76], more complex solutions like IBM Rational Quality Manager [77], or test management systems like TestRails [78]. Some of these are integrated with software configuration management and facilitate code reviews or code style checks [79]. A review of similar tools and solutions is not the goal of this paper, so Figure 1 shows only several base examples.

2. Mobile testing involves the use of actual hardware and so testers need additional knowledge and skills, such as build installation or crash-log retrieving. To facilitate beta build distribution activities, many cloud services exist [80–83]. Some of them provide functions for test team management [80] or build provisioning and deployment to the store (AirOnApp for iOS [81]). TestFlight service [80] helps to deal with the iOS build management and distributes them via email between separated testers. It provides an easy application installation on a real device, i.e., by a tap on the link in an email opened on a smartphone. A similar service for Android is Launchpad [82]. The HokeyApp [83] build distribution provides extended functionality to collect live crash reports, feedback from users, and analysis of resulting test coverage. Usage of these services for build distribution can be integrated along with the continuous integration process of the company [84] (e.g., via job scripts for the Jenkins build server [60]).

3. User experience testing and monitoring of an app in production are required activities within mobile testing. Several analytics services gather usage statistics like [85] and these can be incorporated in a mobile app. Perfecto Mobile service also provides some solutions for monitoring performance [86].

The following two services incorporate user experience testing in the build distribution facilities. The UserTesting service [87] provides many real users who will examine an app and provide feedback about their experience with the app and thoughts about it. The Amazon A/B testing for Android [88] provides a service that distributes two builds that differ in some features between two unique groups of users. Then it provides measurements and results about which feature is more successful.

4. Mobile development is very popular among startups and usually requires rapid prototyping for concept feasibility evaluation. Thus such services exist like [89] to easily create interactive prototypes, or [90] to share an app demo, or [91] to create realistic mockups. All of these are needed to test the concept and idea of the app (i.e., if it can hit the market) at a minimal expense.

2.3. Testing Techniques Provided

This section discusses testing techniques on existing cloud services for mobile development. Device clouds described in section 2.1 provide different techniques for test automation (recording, distribution, and execution). This includes unit tests and GUI-based testing. Examples of approaches are standard Android SDK tools MonkeyRunner [92] and Monkey [71], special solutions like SOASTA TouchTest, and solutions based on object recognition (e.g., Eggplant automation based on VNC technology [93]).

Test automation has its own weak sides, and according to experts in the field, cannot serve as a total substitution for manual testing [94]. The issue we noticed during the analysis of cloud test automation was the delivery of the test input data to mobile sensors (GPS, accelerometer, camera, etc.). While solutions to send dummy GPS coordinates exist, situation with a photo camera is more complicated because it requires the simultaneous changing of a picture (preferable
physically in front of a camera) while performing a script. A variety of mobile apps use a camera as a part of their key functionality (e.g., shopping apps and QR code readers [95]), and proper testing requires test cases with snapshots from different distances, angles, lights, etc. Other problematic aspects of automation are the sophisticated (approximate) screenshots comparisons, executions of direct device-to-device communication during the test, etc.

Device clouds provide compatibility, interoperability, and regression testing. Many services provide embedded tools to support performance monitoring and load testing [48, 51, 54, 55] or even automated stress testing on a variety of devices [68].

There are special cloud services that aid with mobile performance and load testing. For instance, SandStrom [96] can be used for load testing of web mobile applications and NeoLoad [97] focuses on load testing of back-end servers by emulating typical mobile devices working in parallel and sending appropriate content to the server. There are also standalone solutions for test techniques applications like performance frame counters on Windows Phone Emulator [98] that theoretically can be leveraged in a cloud.

Security testing is mainly presented by static check techniques. Checkmarks [99] provides scanning of source code and supports Android and iOS applications. Mobile App Security and Privacy Analysis by Veracode [100] scans and evaluates binary files for vulnerabilities and can be leveraged through APIs. Another type of services exists based on experts. For instance, uTest experts will assist with mobile security testing by manual penetration and using internal static and dynamic security testing solutions [101]. Other solutions to guarantee mobile security focus on proper development processes according to secured methodologies and approaches [102]. At the same time, research papers about novelty mobile security testing approaches exist (that potentially can be leveraged by some cloud services) [103], but these are not described in the present paper.

Concept testing, UX testing, and monitoring techniques were comprehensively described in section 2.2 as parts of services that support ALM.

Mobile testing services should incorporate test planning and test generation techniques. This paper indicates the lack of such functionality. Only Keynote DeviceAnywhere Test Planner [104] provides a coverage calculation for smartphone models to test that can be considered as application of combinatorial testing techniques, but it can be extended by using pairwise [105], t-way [106], or other approaches. HokeyApp only provides test coverage monitoring and analytics, i.e., the matrix of the devices and languages that were tested. Cigniti Test Advisory Services and TestRails provide more high-level test planning and control facilities.

**Conclusion**

This paper discussed state-of-the-art, cloud-based mobile testing. Existing cloud services and tools to perform or support this testing were listed and categorized. Existing solutions were compared with activities and types of testing required during mobile ALM.

The lack of integrated testing techniques like combinatorial testing for coverage calculation, test generation services, and services for automate dynamic security testing was noted.

Technical challenges in test automation within device clouds were mentioned, highlighting the issue of mobile sensors’ control during test execution.

The situation with cloud services for mobile testing is changing extremely rapidly: new ones appear and old ones get new functionalities. Thus, it is hard to guarantee that the provided list of tools and services is exhaustive, but it can serve as a useful baseline.
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ХМАНІ СЕРВІСИ
ТА ІНСТРУМЕНТИ ДЛЯ МОБІЛЬНОГО ТЕСТУВАННЯ

O. Старов, C. Вілкомір

Тестування мобільних програм та хмарне тестування – два актуальні питання сьогодення. Мобільне тестування має певну специфіку, передбачаючи обов’язкову верифікацію програми на багатьох різноманітних моделях смартфонів та версіях операційних систем, організацію ефективної розсилки збірок програм та координацію роботи тестувальників, моніторинг та аналітику досвіду кінцевого користувача. Переваги хмарних обчислень широко використовуються для підтримки мобільного тестування, і нині існує безліч хмарних сервісів для дистанційного хостингу смартфонів, автоматизації тестів, доставки версій програми й збирання різноманітної статистики. Такі сервіси й інструменти розглянуті в цій статті. Наведено аналіз покриття всіх запитаних функцій мобільного тестування й спостережено нестачу вбудованих у сервіси методів тестування (зокрема, комбінаторних стратегій покриття), методів генерації тестів і сервісів для динамічного тестування безпеки й захищеності програм.

Ключові слова: мобільне тестування, хмарне тестування, хмара дійсів, хостинг смартфонів, методи тестування, навантажувальне тестування, тестування досвіду користувача, Android.

ОБЛАЧНІ СЕРВІСИ
І ІНСТРУМЕНТИ ДЛЯ МОБІЛЬНОГО ТЕСТИРОВАНИЯ

A. Старов, C. Вилкомир

Тестирование мобильных приложений и облачное тестирование – два актуальных направления на сегодняшний день. Мобильное тестирование имеет определенную специфику, предполагая необходимую верификацию приложения на множестве разнообразных моделей смартфонов и версий операционных систем, организацию эффективной рассылки сборок приложения и координацию работы тестировщиков, мониторинг и анализ с опыта конечного пользователя. Преимущества облачных вычислений широко используются для поддержки мобильного тестирования, и сейчас существует множество облачных сервисов для удаленного хостинга смартфонов, автоматизации тестов, доставки версий приложения и сбора различной статистики. Такие сервисы и инструменты рассматриваются в данной статье. Приводится анализ покрытия всех востребованных функций мобильного тестирования, и наблюдается нехватка встроенных в сервисы методов тестирования (в частности, комбинационных стратегий покрытия), методов генерации тестов, и сервисов для динамического тестирования безопасности и защищенности приложений.

Ключевые слова: мобильное тестирование, облачное тестирование, облачный хостинг, методы тестирования, нагрузочное тестирование, тестирование опыта пользователя, Android.
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